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Celebrating Courageous Women Who Create New
Realities As Thriving Business Owners

About the Book

More About Sheila
After 10+ years working in technology in Corporate
America, Long followed her passion to create
change for the betterment of women's careers by
founding MalamaDoe A Coworking
Community for Women and the Head of
the Table podcast. Sheila is the mother of
three schoolage children who has consulted for
many boards including the University of Chicago
Booth Women's Network, the Project
Management Institute, and organizations
fostering inclusive entrepreneurial settings.

Interview Questions
1. How were your feet involved in becoming an author?
2. Explain the role of The Twilight Zone in your journey.
3. Which Incubator model tier is the hardest to exit?
4. How has business changed for women today?
5. How is your book similar to Chicken Soup for the Soul?
6. How are you building a house with this book?
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In Surrounded by Awesome
Women, Long provides a
roadmap for women business
owners to reach milestones,
overcome profesional barriers,
and grow businesses. Inside
you will hear 40+ stories
including those depicting:
The Impact of the Paralysis of Gender Inequality
How Betrayal Ignites Courageous Business Owners
Why Women Leave STEM Careers Permanently
Caretakers and the Importance of the Wheel of Life
Freedom of Hairstyle and Circle of Influence
Strong Personality and the Confidence Gap

Early Praise for Surrounded by Awesome Women
“Sheila Long has created an impactful and informative guide for women
entrepreneurs who are just starting out or those who are exploring career
pivots. Her incubator model and advice for personal growth make it a mustread.” Debby Nguyen, Author of Pills, Teas, and Songs: Stories of Medicine
around the World
“This book is a realistic and optimistic admission of how to improve oneself
while navigating major career shifts and embracing entrepreneurship. Long has
curated a compelling and refreshing collection of much needed stories for
launching new chapters in life.“ Kyra Ann Dawkins, Author of The We and
the They
“Sheila Long knows “awesomeness” well. Her awesomeness will make you
smile and like yourself well enough to accomplish great things. Get the book!“
Mary Louise Hildebrandt, Sheila’s mom

